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an image into meaningful and easier to recognize. Image
segmentation is basically used to locate objects and
boundaries in images. More precisely, image
segmentation is the process of allocating a label to every
pixel in an image such that pixels with the same label
share certain characteristics.
In optical character recognition, a proper
segmentation of characters is required before individual
characters are recognized. An OCR has a wide variety of
Commercial and physical applications. It can be used for
postal automation, institutional repository, in the health
care system, in CAPTCHA, automatic reading,
processing of the forms, old degraded documents, bank
cheques etc. It can prove as an aid for visually
handicapped persons. There are so many scripts and
languages in India, but very less work is done in
recognition of handwritten Indian scripts.

Abstract –Segmentation phase plays vital role in any
handwritten script Identification system. Aside from the
large variation of individual’s handwriting, many
researchers found difficulty to separate characters from
the captured text document Image. The key factor of
selection of segmentation algorithm is used to improve
efficiency of character segmentation as well as good
feature extraction. There are so many features of
Marathi Script like large character set, complex shape,
modifier in that one of the feature is compound
character. Segmentation of such type characters is very
difficult due to their complex structure. This paper
proposed novel technique for separation of handwritten
Marathi compound characters. The first step in the
segmentation process to segment the line of text
document, word from the line and at the last character of
the word. For separating characters from compound
character our aim is to first find termination points and
bifurcation points of the characters. We proposed a
novel algorithm minutiae detection algorithm which is
used to find termination and bifurcation points in the
given image.
Keywords-Segmentation,
Compound character
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Handwritten character recognition for Indian scripts is
quite a challenging task for the researchers. This is due to
the various characteristics of these scripts like their large
character set, complex shape, presence of modifiers and
similarity between characters. Marathi is the language
spoken by the native people of Maharashtra. Marathi
belongs to the group of Indo-Aryan languages which are
a part of the largest group of Indo-European languages,
all of which can be traced back to a common root. It is
the 4th most spoken language in India and 15th most
spoken language in the world. [1] Marathi script consists
of 16 vowels and 36 consonants, making 52 alphabets.
Marathi is written from left to right. It has no upper and
lower case characters. Every character has a horizontal
bar at the top called as the header line. The header line
joints the characters in a word. The vowels, consonants
and modifiers in Marathi language shown in figure 1, 2
and 3.

Minutiae,

I- INTRODUCTION

Segmentation partitioned an image into its constituent
regions or objects. That is, it partitions an image into
different regions that are meant to correlate strongly with
objects or features of interest in the image. The
segmentation process is not the easiest task, main goal of
segmentation is to simplify change the representation of
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Segmentation is a technique which subdivides
handwritten text into individual characters. Since
recognition heavily relies on isolated characters,
segmentation is a difficult phase for character recognition
because better is the segmentation, lesser is the ambiguity
encountered in recognition of candidate characters of
word pieces.[7]
This paper gives a novel approach for segmenting
compound character for handwritten Marathi Script.

Figure 1: Vowels In Marathi Script

II- RELATED WORK
Devnagari is the most widely used script in India.
Sanskrit, Nepali, Hindi and Marathi are the devnagri
script
used by more than 400 million people.
Unconstrained Devnagari writing is more complex than
English language due to the possible variations in the
shape, number and direction of the constituent strokes.
Devnagari script has 50 characters which can be written
as individual symbols in a word. Devnagari Character
recognition is complicated process due to presence of
multiple conjuncts, loops, lower and upper modifiers and
the number of disconnected and multistroke characters, in
a word where all characters are connected through
Shirorekha. OCR is further complicated by compound
characters that make character separation and
identification is very difficult.
OCR work on printed Devnagari Script started
in early 1970’s. Sinha and Mahabala published presented
a syntactic pattern analysis system with an embedded
picture language for the recognition of handwritten and
machine printed Devnagari characters [1]. Veena Bansal
described number of knowledge sources to recognize the
Devanagari character in her doctoral Thesis. She
proposed work with the use of a hybrid approach for
classification of characters and symbols. She obtained an
overall performance of 93% accuracy at the character
level. The first OCR system was developed for machine
printed Devanagari character by Pal and Chaudhuri as
well as by Patil. They worked on detection of headline,
also worked on an approach for dividing text document
such as word into three zones like lower zone ,upper zone
and middle zone.They are getting the recognition
accuracy up to 96% .
First research report on handwritten Devnagari
characters was published in 1977. At present researchers
have started to work on handwritten Devnagari characters
and few research reports are published recently.
Hanmandlu and Murthy proposed a Fuzzy model based
recognition of handwritten Hindi numerals and characters
and they obtained 92.67% accuracy for Handwritten
Devnagari numerals and 90.65% accuracy for

Figure 2: Consonants In Marathi Script

Figure 3: Modifiers In Marathi Script

Marathi also has a complex system of compound
characters in which two or more consonants are joined
forming a new special symbol. Compound characters in
Marathi script occur more frequently in the script as
compared to other languages derived from Devanagari.
The occurrence of compound characters in Marathi is
found to be about 15 to 20% whereas in other scripts of
Devanagari and Bangla script, it is just 10 to 15% [1].
Compound can be formed by joining one or more
consonants together. Different joining patterns for
Marathi character as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Joining Patterns of Handwritten Marathi
Compound Characters
The various patterns for forming Marathi compound
character is shown in figure 4. Compound character is
formed by first truncating the side bar of a character
and joined it to the left hand side character. Such
patterns for joining is more typical in Marathi script.
Another way of forming compound character is just by
tie the character one aboveanother.
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Handwritten Devnagari characters. Bajaj et al employed
three different kinds of features, namely, the density
features, moment features and descriptive component
features for classification of Devnagari Numerals. They
proposed multi-classifier connectionist architecture for
increasing the recognition reliability and they obtained
89.6%
accuracy
for
handwritten
Devnagari
numerals.Segmentation approach is to recognize
handwritten Devanagari word proposed by Shaw. With
the knowledge of the Shirorekha , a word input image is
separated to pseudo characters.Dr. Latesh Malik
proposed techniques for word isolation, segmentation and
recognition.She obtained 95% accuracy[4]. Shubair
Abdulla proposed novel segmentation algorithm to
recognize handwritten Arabic characters with Rotational
Invariant Segment features. Segmentation algorithm
achieved 95.66% accuracy for segmentation of word for
Arabic handwritten Script [12]. Sushama Shelke worked
on handwritten Marathi Compound Character
Recognition using Structural feature extraction technique
wavelet transform obtained 94.22 % accuracy.Mr. Dipak
V. Koshti, Mrs. Sharvari Govilkar proposed method for
segmentation of touching characters in Handwritten
Marathi Text. They used joint point algorithm for
segmenting touching characters.
Sirisha Badhika
proposed multilevel Segmentation algorithm using
cognitive approach. Sharad Gupta and Abdul Momin
proposed a novel algorithm to segment the fused and
merged characters. As per related research no one using
the minutiae technique to segmenting character. This
paper discussed how the concept of minutiae is used for
segmenting Marathi character from the handwritten
Marathi compound character.

Figure 5: Flowchart for proposed approach
Skew Correction
At the time of scanning or writing something on paper,
some amount of skew is introduced with respect to the
horizontal line. Document skew is nothing but the angle
introduced while scanning the text document. This skew
angle is, the angle made by Shirorekha with the
horizontal line. There are several methods to calculate
the angle and correct the skew. The skew is corrected by
rotating the skew angle with a horizontal line.

III- PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed system consists of following stages of
OCR which includes preprocessing steps and recognition
step. The preprocessing steps Shown in Figure 5.
Image Enhancement

Line Segmentation
The first step of the segmentation process is segmenting
the text region into lines, also called as line
segmentation. Before line segmentation first we have to
locate the position of the text in a scanned document. For
this check all the pixels on each scan line. If the pixel
intensity value of each scan line is one, then store that
scan line number. The process continues till we get no
black pixels. Note the dimension of the text line will be
found from stored scan line positions.

This phase includes the scanning of text document, the
document which is scanned as color or grey image is
converted into binary image. At the time of scanning, if
document is scanned as black and white then no
conversion is needed. After converting normal image
into binary image, the noise reduction has to be done, for
removing the small dots that were added at the time of
scanning.
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Word Segmentation
Word segmentation is an easier task as compared to line
segmentation and character segmentation. The space
between two words is generally more than two or three
pixels. Word segmentation is done by the projection
based method. For word segmentation uses the following
algorithm.

Character Segmentation
With the help of factor1 , factor2 and threshold value
we have to segment the character from compound
character. The pseudo code for character segmentation
is as follows
Pseudo Code for Character Segmentation
% Apply thresholding to find the joint characters
if(factor1 < 0.03 && factor1 > 0 && factor2 > 0 &&
factor2 > 0.08)
% Split the characters
size_index = size(current_char_thin,2);
left_char = current_char_thin(:,1:round(size_index/2));
right_char
=
current_char_thin(:,round(size_index/2):end);

Proposed algorithm for Identifying Compound
characters
Method1:
1. Find the width of all Characters.
2.Calculate the average width of a character.
If Cw > CAvgW then
Character is Compound Character
Proposed Segmentation approach

IV- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For Segmenting the compound character our aim is to
find the termination points and bifurcation points.
1. Apply minutiae detection algorithm to find
termination and bifurcation points.
2. If( pixel having only one neighbor )
The point is termination point.
3. If(Pixel having three neighbors)
The point is bifurcation points.

Output of Segmentation Algorithm

The pseudo code for finding the termination and
bifurcation point is as follows.
Pseudo Code for finding termination and
bifurcation Points:
[pbif,pterm,img_out]
applyMinutae(logical(current_char_thin));
num_bif = length(find(pbif));
num_term = length(find(pterm));
% Find the maximum number of discontinuous
characters
max_discon = length(find(current_char_thin(:))) /
length(current_char_thin(:));
% Find the factors which we are using for joint character
detection
factor1 = num_term/num_bif;
factor2 = max_discon;
% Show the character and print the factor
Imshow (current_char_thin);
title(sprintf('T:%d,B:%d,Factor:%0.08f,
disconnectivity:%0.04f',num_term,num_bif,num_term/n
um_bif,max_discon));

Output of Character segmentation
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V- CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed algorithm for segmentation of
handwritten Marathi Compound Character using
morphological operation. From the experimental results
it is observed that minutiae algorithm is successful in
finding termination and bifurcation points with 98%
accuracy and for character segmentationgot 96%
accuracy.
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